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THE WORLD OF TAROT 
Approximately 200 decks, most never used, $6000  

 
 

(See below for a few duplicates for sale individually). 
 
I originally bought all these decks from a retired dealer and collector for my children’s library, 
because I thought they would be a fun introduction to art, history, mythology, games and the 
craft of printing. But when I closed my library they remained unpacked and the kids never 
saw them except a few. I’ve done my best to estimate the values and spent many days 
searching the net for listings, including offerings in Europe. Many of these decks are either 
still in print or commonly available, but many others are not. There are only a few duplicates. 
I’ve not included here non-traditional decks like the I Ching deck, not have I included all the 
books on tarot, about 50 volumes but these can be included for additional price.  
 
I’ve tried to scan a representative selection, some of the common ones and some of the rare 
but there are many others not illustrated here, including some of the rarest. Priced 
conservatively, and for a quick sale the total retail value here is about $18,000. I started to 
catalog them but didn’t get far, thus there is no list but I can supply all the information for 
serious buyers. If I don’t get any interest soon I will begin the laborious task of cataloging 
them and sell them individually but I’d much rather sell all at once, or perhaps in a few 
smaller lots.  
 
What follows are some duplicate decks with prices.  
 
Please let me know if you have any interest, I can supply details you need. 
 
BASIC TERMINOLOGY FOR THE CONTAINERS: 
Book-sleeve case with ties: Like a slipcase for a book but with ties. 
Lift box: Two nesting pieces, top and bottom. 
Sleeve box: Inner folding leaves contain cards with slip-box exterior.  
Slip box: Two boxes, one smaller that slides into slightly larger box. 
Tuck box: Typical thin cardboard case with folding top and bottom panels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
1. Grand Tarot Belline. U.S. Game Systems Inc., English language booklet dated 1983 (but 
deck is the original 1966 printing), cards 7” x 4”, laminated, gilt edges, beautiful black & gold 
box lined with red felt, hinge of lid firm but with tiny crack else vg-f, with two booklets, one 
in English and one in French, extra card hand stamped in gold “4366”. Full 78 card deck. 



The Grand Tarot Belline Deck was first issued by J. M. Simon, Paris, France and published 
by the Grimaud Company in 1966, Kaplan bought out the last copies and here reissued them 
with his own English language translation of the booklet. They were designed but never 
published as a deck by Edmond Billaudot (“Magus Edmond”) in the late nineteenth century. 
The deck has been reprinted a number of times apparently. $450.00 
 
 

 
 
1a. Oracle Belline (title on slip-box). Grimaud, tri-language booklet dated 1961, in original 
black faux snake skin slip-box printed and trimmed in gold, cards are 4” x 2.5”, gilt edges, 
mint copy. The Belline Oracle is one of the most popular card games of divination, named 
after the famous seer Belline who, between 1950 and 1980 gave predictions that were 
“verified in many cases” (Melton). Belline was so well known that he created his own deck 
of cards in 1961 to great acclaim, using his unique symbolism. The Belline Oracle consists of 
52 cards and a ‘blue card’ which provides protection and removes the negative aspect of a 
draw. The Belline Oracle is divided into 7 groups of 7 or 49 blades governed by the seven 
planets, three cards are called "first" (the key, man, woman). “It gives everyone the power to 
be master of their destiny (booklet). This game is an oracle that has 2756 possible 
interpretations (combinations of two cards). Handsome presentation, in mint condition. In 
1966, the Grand Tarot Belline was published. $75.00



 
 
2. Le Tarot de la Rea. Created by Alain Bocher, (originally published 1796), 
1982 edition by Les Presses Bretonnes, ISBN 2867120063, Contained in black leather 
platform box with brass clasp, “Alrea” printed in gold on cover, 78 cards “gold version” 
with gilt edges, cards approx 5” x 3” box 6” x 5.5”, booklet in French & English, one small 
panel of the box lid is cracked but a crafty person could easily repair with a touch of glue, 
o/w fine condition. The stylized figures each have mask forms as faces. “The title, Rea, has a 
number of meanings for Alain Bocher. Thus it is a secret, hidden thing, buried in the depths 
of the earth. It is also Rhea, the earth-mother, the one that permits the spiritual birth of 
initiation. Rea is also a pulley to pull a bucket out of the well. So, to Bocher, the Tarot de la 
Rea is the game of pictures intended to pull truth and unconscious things, out of the deepest 
part of ourselves.” (Decker). No copies for sale online. $320.00 
 



 
 
3. John Opsopaus Pythagorean Tarot. Titles in Greek. Major arcana only (22 cards), 
photocopies on plain card stock with white backs, each card w/ small numbers at bottom of 
each card, (meaning unknown), book (not cards) available on Amazon, no booklet present, 
appears unused, in plain cardboard box with brass fasteners. No copies for sale online but 
there appears to have been another edition without the Greek text. Author’s website here, 
https://tinyurl.com/zygjvek. $200.00 
 
 

 
 
4. Tarocchi Di Verona (so titled in pen on box). Major arcana only (22 cards). 
Card language is Italian, no booklet, white backs, edges of cards very slightly rubbed but this 
is due to the thin ink and clearly not from use, o/w fine condition, in plain cardboard box 
with brass fasteners. No date or publisher and not in Kaplan Enc of the Tarot. No copies 
online for sale. $180.00 
 
 



 
 
5. The Sexual Tarot, (titled ‘The Initiates Tarot’ in pen on box), 76 cards plus three “symbol 
cards”, images drawn with black ink against a white background with different colored backs 
according to suit, unused, fascinating imagery, well executed, fine condition in plain lift-box, 
no booklet or other identifying information but the story of this deck is told in Kaplan’s 
Encyclopedia of the Tarot Vol.III, p.477 and pictured at p.481. Probably a proof copy as others 
have a limitation of 666 copies and with illustrated backs. No copies online for sale, and no 
reproductions either. $360.00 
 
 

 
 
6. I Tarocchi XXII Arcani, di Andrea Picini, published 1977. Extra card signed and 
numbered by Picini, No.123 out of 1000. No booklet, fine condition, cards unused, 22 cards 
in black cloth slip-box with red nylon ribbon, Encyclopedia of Tarot Vol. III, pages 426-427. 
Sold with three books by Picini, I Tarocchi, published by Galleria Libreria Eros in an edition 
of 790 numbered and signed copies with 22 mounted cards in color, no date, one titled Tarot 
which is an English translation of the previous but cards printed on the pages, another titled 
ITarocchi published by Galleria L Antenna no date, bound in cardboard, plates poorly 
reproduced in b&w, vg condition all. $400.00  
 
6a. I Tarocchi XXII Arcani, di Andrea Picini, a full deck of 78 cards and in a fine sliding 
polished maple box, with 175pp English & Italian booklet, cards still in shrink wrap so 
limitation unknown, mint condition. The box exhibits some fine dovetailed joinery. $400.00 
 
6b. I Tarocchi XXII Arcani, di Andrea Picini, another copy, same as the above 78 card deck 
but in a fine sliding polished oak case, cards in shrink wrap but with an extra limitation card 
stating an edition of “1000 numbered sets”, this number 29, signed, mint condition. Old 



price of “$1000” penciled to booklet. $450.00. The box has a raised bottom and dovetailed 
joinery. $480.00   
 
 

 
 
7. Zigeuner Tarot Kartenspiel. [title of instruction booklet is ‘Gipsy-Tarot’], by Walter 
Wegmuller, Sphinx Verlag, Basel, distributor U.S. Game Systems, English language booklet 
by AG Muller with USGS imprint dated 1982 but the cards are from the 1975 first edition, 
(i.e. with only German titles), 78 cards measuring 6” x 4”, in cardboard lift-box, trivial 
rubbing to box edges, cards mint. There are two styles of this deck, an older larger edition 
(the actual Zigeuner which this is) and a newer one with bilingual titles (more properly the 
Tsigane). The cards were painted by Gypsy painter Walter Wegmuller between 1968-1974. 
While working on the 78 pictures Wegmuller associated himself with Sergius Golowin.  
Golowin spent the 1960’s traveling around France, Switzerland and Germany in search of 
the living traditions of the Gypsies. Kaplan Vol.III p.646. No copies online. $220.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MENEGHELLO DECKS 

 
 
8. Minchiate Fiorentine Etruria. Meneghello, Milano Italy 1994, 97 cards, No.283 in a series 
of 2000 copies, first printed 1725, booklet in Italian, in paper covered top box with mounted 
card, 2 1/4" x 3 7/8", mint condition. This antique “Minchiate Etruria” deck by Pietro 
Alligo was originally published in Florence in 1725, printed from copper plate etchings and 
hand coloured with water colours. Minchiate is a late-medieval card game employing a 
specially extended pack of 97 cards, related to tarot but including 12 zodiac signs, 4 virtues 
(faith, hope, charity, prudence) and 4 elements (fire, water, air, earth). The trump cards are 
untitled but are numbered with roman numerals on a scroll. $55.00 
 
8a. Minchiate Fiorentine Etruria, another deck, No.284, same as the above but no booklet. 
Mint. $50.00 
 
8b. Minchiate Fiorentine Etruria, another deck, No.313, same as the above but in a  book-
sleeve case, mounted card on front with printed paper label on spine, nylon ties, wax seal. 
Mint. $50.00 
 
 



 
 
9. Tarocco Di Marsiglia. Ed. “Il Meneghello 78 cards”, No.1801 out of a 2500 series, Milano 
1988, matte cards.  In paper covered top box with booklet in English, fine condition. “This 
restoration deck by Meneghello of Italy is an historical Marseilles variant, published in 
limited editions (1988, 1996 etc).  Similar to the late 19th century Schaffhouse decks…. 
Design of the cards appear to be loosely based on the Swiss Tarot de Marseille by Jean 
Proché, with several modifications regarding lines and colors, also shares features with the 
Tarot Classic derived from the Proche-Gassmann-Schaffhouse lineage, such as the Hanged 
Man in 19th century costume and head in profile.” (Kaplan). $40.00 
 
9a. Tarocco Di Marsiglia, same as the above but in a book-sleeve case with wax seal and ties, 
cards glossed, geometric backs, No.530 of 2000 copies, fine condition. $40.00 
 
 

 
 
10. Il Tarocco di Besancon Tarot. Originating from Strasbourg, France, circa 1800, created 
by artist Jean-Baptiste Benoit, full deck, No.337 out of a 2500 series, Milano-Italia, reprint 
1986, small pamphlet in English, mint in paper covered box. Il Meneghello of Italy first 
published this facsimile of the Tarocco di Besancon. This copy is the 2nd edition of 1,000 
published in 2000. The artwork was originally printed in the 2nd half of the 17th Century by 
J. B. Benois of Strausburg. A derivative of the Marseille design, with Jupiter & Junon instead 
of the Popess and Pope. Not found in Kaplan and his index references to it are erroneous. 
$180.00 
 
 



 
 
11. Soprafino Tarot. Soprafino di F. Gumppenberg, Milano 1835, edition Meneghello 1992, 
No.650 in a series of 2000, descriptive pamphlet in English, in paper covered box, mint. 78 
card deck that was originally published by Ferdinando Gumppenberg and re-published by 
Meneghello in 1992. Still available on the net. $44.00 
 
 

 
 
12. Tarocco Italiano. Milano 1845, Ristampa Fedelissima Da Un Giocco Del Dotti 
No.1135 out of a series of 2500, Il Meneghello di O. Menegazzi, Milano – Italia, reprint 1985, 
paper covered box, small pamphlet in Italian, mint. Many copies for sale on the net. $40.00 
 
	


